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LUBRICANTS
FVP

FVP Silicone Lubricant
FVP Silicone Lubricant is a thick viscosity, heavy-duty 
silicone that is specially formulated without the use of 
ozone depleting chlorinated solvents. Perfect for metal 
to non-metal contact. Lubricates and prolongs the life of 
weather stripping on hoods, trunk lids, doors and windows. 
Prevents squeaks, freezing and sticking of rubber. Keeps 
battery terminals and cases clean, minimizes corrosion, 
prolongs battery life. A good electrical insulator that helps 
prevent electrical losses. Works well to weather proof 
ignition systems, plus insulators and distributor caps. 
Improves radio reception, lubricates antennas, seals out 
moisture and keeps antennas shiny. Lubricates door locks 
and prevents freezing. 

FVP Belt Dressing 
FVP Belt Dressing helps condition all types of “V” belts, both new 
and old. Belts not conditioned tend to glaze and eventually crack 
leading to premature failure. In addition, car owners especially 
find noisy belts bothersome and annoying. FVP Belt Dressing 
eliminates these problems by eliminating squeaking and
slipping. It also 
preserves belts and increases friction coefficient.
• Increases friction to eliminate squeaking, chatter and slipping
•  Preserves belts to prevent glazing and premature failure
•  Promotes better grip
•  For use with accessory drive and all types of “V” belts

FVP Chain Lube 
FVP Chain Lube features the use of a high concentration of 
Moly Sulfide, anti-wear additive and a tackiness agent. The 
FVP Chain Lube formulation provides the user with the 
ultimate in lubrication qualities along with a special property 
that prohibits the product from “flying off” under high velocity 
applications. This product is designed for use on the chains of 
all chain-driven vehicles, including Motorcycles, ATVs, 
Bicycles and antique chain drivecars and trucks.

FVP Multi-Purpose White Lithium Grease with PTFE
Offers superior lubrication for auto, home, indoor and 
outdoor uses as a penetrating grease that will not run, 
wash off or freeze. Reduces friction in all metal-to-metal 
applications. Protects against rust and corrosion.

FVP Penetrating Oil 
FVP Penetrating Oil has many automotive, home and 
mechanical applications. Not only does FVP Penetrating Oil 
stop squeaks, it also helps protect metal surfaces and
loosens rusted parts. FVP Penetrating Oil also removes tar 
and grease.

Belt Dressing FVPBD-7  7 oz.
Chain Lube FVPCHL-10  10 oz.
Pentrating Oil FVPPENOIL-11  11 oz.
Silicone Lubricant FVPSS-10  10 oz.
White Lithium Grease FVPWGLS-13  13 oz.
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